
HOW TO MAKE INTRODUCTION IN BUSINESS PLAN

(That's what the rest of the plan should do.) The introduction of a business plan sets the tone right after your executive
summary. Here's how to make your words .

Types of Plans Business plans can be divided roughly into four separate types. Debt retirement? If you're just
going to use your plan for internal purposes to manage an ongoing business, a much more abbreviated version
should be fine. Validate that they have the problem you assume they have, and then take the next step and
pitch your potential solution to their problem. You probably don't need to include an appendix with resumes of
key executives, for example. In her excitement, the entrepreneur forgot to state the obvious. We are sharing
with you the most common headlines and sections found in well-received plans. If you are offering a premium
product, a premium price will quickly communicate that message to consumers. This section will cover your
marketing and sales plan, operations, and your milestones and metrics for success. Who is your target market
and competition? For a regular plan, as long as you address all the key points, there can be room for some
creativity. How does your packaging communicate your key value proposition? A business plan is integral in
selling your company to potential investors and bankers. Your plan is your communication tool; as such, it
will be seen by a lot of people. What is the primary pain point for them? An electronic plan can be handy for
presentations to a group using a computer-driven overhead projector, for example, or for satisfying the
demands of a discriminating investor who wants to be able to delve deeply into the underpinnings of complex
spreadsheets. Forgot to update that summary to show the new numbers. A new financial period is about to
begin. Peterson, Peter E. There is no single way to approach a marketing strategy; your strategy should be part
of an ongoing business-evaluation process and unique to your company. You can establish your pricing based
on several factors. Or a plan may be seen as a valuable tool to be used to convey the mission and prospects of
the business to customers, suppliers or others. Focus on why your particular product will fill a need for your
target customers. However, remember to follow whatever example a bank or loan agency gives you down to
the letter. Your firm develops or is about to develop a new product , technology , service or skill. It occurred to
me that a lot of people want to meet people and socialize, but not in a dating situation. She waxed eloquent on
the subject of preventive healthcare and showed statistics detailing the aging of the American population.
You'll also have to include some added elements. But if your plan seems irrelevant, redo it. In one year? Your
initial price may not be your primary profit center. The appendix would include: Credit history personal and
business Resumes of key managers. Last, include any information pertaining to existing legal agreements,
such as nondisclosure or non-compete agreements. How do you plan on differentiating from the competition?
You want to make sure you include every vital piece of information, so organization is crucial.


